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Because the early ‘90s, Carol Gray’s world-famous Social Stories have helped thousands of
children with autism spectrum disorders. Additions consist of how exactly to most effectively
make use of and apply the tales, how to improve the lives of younger children, and Social Stories
for teenagers and adults with autism. This 15th Anniversary Edition of her best-selling book
presents ready-to-use stories that parents and educators possess depended on for years?with
fresh sections added! Developed through years of encounter, these strategically written tales
explain social situations with techniques children and adults with autism understand while
teaching public skills needed to be successful in the home, school, function, and in the
community.
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Most stories are geared toward older children. From what I could discover in the previews I
thought this would become the sequel to my well utilized missing publication... However, there
really aren’t. I missed many that I possibly could use at this time with my 4 calendar year old. I
purchased it for my two year old at the advice of a professional. Excellent for Pre-K to 2nd grade
NOT middle school. I hope I can come back this. After reading evaluations I had decided to
obtain it because there have been a few reviewers tha said there were some stories for middle
schoolers (the cover even says that). Most stories are aimed toward older kids. It is not useful for
7th quality girls-not the social stories we need anyway. However, It really is excellent for pre-
school-2nd grade, Keep searching if you would like quick, easy, prepared to use stories. I'm
extremely disappointed in this publication and wish I could come back it. I was wishing they
would be slightly more detailed in some of them, but I take advantage of it all the time. I didn't .
Fabulous sociable stories Among the best books I bought Five Stars I love it. This publication is
filled with 150 lengthy stories that have no real application for any of my students, previous or
present. My son does not have autism, but has ADHD and is definitely dyslexic. Additionally you
need to have access to an Adobe converter to edit, but really none of these stories can be
applied for my learners. Not forgetting the reading level is usually way to problematic for
students who have a problem with comprehension. Great! I would Not advocate this book for
anybody working with students in the overall education classroom. The world is just a little
exhausting for him and he told me he thought this book was genius. I’m not really impressed. I
bought it because my wonderful Public Stories reserve went missing. Well made.. Great
reference for the therapist's repertoire. Filled with great social stories to adapt. Good source for
parents and new therapists. Good resource. Three Stars I'd have loved for this to be more
editable and more images however the content is crystal clear. Can help you understand why
your child is normally struggling and how exactly to help them. Five Stars Great reserve for a
number of stories Four Stars needlessly to say This book could be more helpful in the future.
nice resource for kids with autism This book is ideal for helping a person develop social stories
for kids with autism. Ridiculous purchase for a toddler. I was hoping to get stories such as for
example Keeping Others Healthy When You Cough, and How To Greet Others unfortunately that
had not been the case. I've used it personally and professionally.
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